Prepositions combine with nouns flexibly when describing concrete locative relations (e.g. at/on/in the school) but are rigidly prescribed when paired with abstract concepts (e.g. at risk; on Wednesday; in trouble). In the former case they do linguistic work based on their discrete semantic qualities, and in the latter they appear to serve a primarily grammatical function. We used the abstract concept of time as a test case to see if specific grammatically prescribed prepositions retain semantic content. Using ambiguous questions designed to interrogate one's meaningful representation of temporal relations, we found that the semantics of prescribed prepositions modulate how we think about time. Although prescribed preposition use is unlikely to be based on a core representational organization shared between space and time, results demonstrate that the semantics of particular locative prepositions do constrain how we think about paired temporal concepts.
1. Introduction
Prescribed prepositions: grammatical or meaningful?
Do patterns of obligatory preposition use reflect grammatical conventions or semantic relations? And if prescribed spatial prepositions retain their semantics, do they influence thought in more abstract domains? Of course, prepositions do have meanings. Locative prepositions describe general categories of spatial relations (Bowerman, 1996; Pinker, 2007; Talmy, 2000) . English schematizes, or ''carves up," space in particular ways using the prepositions at, on, and in. At describes a zero-dimensional point in space referring to a particular location; on describes a contact and support relation between an object and a two-dimensional surface; and in describes a containment relation between an object and a three-dimensional volume. (Fig. 1A.) If describing the location of a box in relation to a landmark, one might make statements such as those in Fig. 1B . Each preposition in this example conveys distinct information about the location of the box. The schema implied by each preposition supports imagery about the spatial relations between the box and the other objects in the scene.
Prepositions describe spatial relations flexibly. They can describe both (1) the same spatial relations among different kinds of things and (2) different kinds of spatial relations among the same things. So, combinations of prepositions and concrete nouns are relatively unrestricted; a box can be in a school but ants can also be in a box and, depending on its actual location, a box can be at or on or in the school.
However, often it is less clear that the particular spatial meaning of a preposition is doing any semantic work. See Fig. 1C . In many cases, preposition choice seems both arbitrary and prescribed. Because prepositions can have meaning, the kind of prescribed preposition use in Fig. 1C suggests the end-product of grammaticalization. Grammaticalization is a process of conventionalization where, over time, words lose semantic content and take on grammatical characteristics (see Hopper & Traugott, 1993) . In some contexts, prepositions can come to be thoroughly 
